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A Scientific Term “Wakun” 
KONNO Shinji
Abstract
 The Chinese characters (kanji) were originally letters that expressed the Chinese 
language. 
 The meaning of the Chinese language displayed by kanji is also noted as “kanji 
interpretation”. 
 Furthermore, “kanji interpretation” is also known as “kun expression” 
 For every Japanese kanji, there is an “on”pronunciation and a “kun” pronunciation. 
 The “kun” pronunciation is an expression that connotes the Chinese language. 
 For those whose mother tongue is Japanese and not Chinese, the meaning of a “kun” 
is not directly understood, so therefore the only way to comprehend a “kun” is to see it 
as part of the Japanese vocabulary of the Japanese language system. 
 Although it is natural to refer to the Japanized “kun” as “Japanese kun,” presently, 
most of the “Japanese kun” correspond to a kanji interpretation and are regarded as 
Japanese language. 
 This article explains that the “訓（kun in kanji）―くん（kun in hirakana）―クン（kun 
in katakana）” advocated by Takashi Kamei (1957) are perceived as effective. 
